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Abstract— Nowadays, remote control of robots (telerobots) is 

mainly based on two models; the first one is used for controlling 

robot that work in well-defined environments; The second 

model concerns the monitoring and surveillance robots acting in 

an unknown and dynamic workspace. The disadvantages of 

these models are the lack in real human control of the robot 

tasks, and the limited available functionally interfaces.  In this 

paper, we propose an implementation of an interactive control 

model; this model allows the robot not only to perform the 

operator commands, but also to run local functions, such as 

dealing with unexpected events. We develop a specific 

interactive control with two control interfaces respectively for 

P2P and HTTP protocols. The experimental tests that we 

performed to evaluate the reliability and effectiveness of the 

interactive control model are promising. 

Keywords: telerobot, remote control, interactive control, 

communication protocols. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, robots are not only able to perform basic 
motions [12], they are also capable of interacting with human 
operators [1-11]. Telerobots are present in different areas of 
remote control with several potential applications such as 
telemedicine, distance learning, industrial automation and 
military. The main difficulties and limitations of remote 
telecontrol include the problems related to the control network 
such as bandwidth scarcity, transmission delays, as well as 
lost packets. All these limitations affect remote control 
telerobotics performances [13]. To find new solutions to these 
problems, some issues of telerobotics via network have been 
explored in recent years. 

The Mercury project1994 [2] and Australia Tele-robot [1] 
are pioneer groups in the implementation of remote control of 
mobile robot (telerobotics). Currently the implementation of 
telerobotics are developed by several research teams (some of 
them are available online). The first generation of telerobots 
was mainly based on simple robot manipulators or mobile 
robots directly controlled by human operators [1, 2, 5 ]. These 
telerobots work in a structured environment with little 
uncertainty, and have no local intelligence. However, current 
research focuses on autonomous mobile robots navigating in 
dynamic and uncertain environments [3,4,20]. This generation 
of telerobots is founded on autonomous and interactive robots; 
these robots can navigate in the real world and deal with 

uncertainties. The main goal of this generation is the remote 
monitoring and control [13]. 

The existing telerobots can be classified into two 
categories: robot manipulators [1, 2, 24], and mobile robots 
used for navigation [3-7, 21, 23]. For both categories, there is 
a multitude of control methods; the robot manipulators are 
often located in a limited work area and the direct control is 
the most popular control model. To address the problem of 
delay in these systems, three approaches are used [14]: the 
predictive approach, the simulating and planning display 
approach and the event-based approach [8, 11]. 

Some robots use direct control [5,7,22] which is not really 
suitable for performing remote operations by mobile robots. 
This is due to its high latency and other problems inherent to 
the use of communication networks, such as scarce bandwidth 
and the loss of packets. 

Most telerobots use the supervisory control [3,4,20] with 
local intelligence to solve any problem arising from network 
communications. Unfortunately, most of these systems [3,4] 
lack interaction between the operator and the robot, this type 
of model is labeled as a passive surveillance control [15]. 
Researchers are trying to add more interaction between 
humans and robots [19.24], such as supervised autonomy, 
shared control, cooperative and collaborative control. These 
modes of control are designed by active control of 
surveillance or interactive control [15], the main drawbacks of 
these control modes are: (1) they lack a complete architecture 
to process with orders that can be sent continuously by the 
operator, (2) it is difficult to evaluate their performance in 
running mode and provide the appropriate intervention 
measures. (3) Their components are interdependent, thus, the 
breakdown of one component can cause multiple failures, (4) 
the interfaces are not sufficiently clear for human operator.   

In this paper, we attempt to solve the problems related to 
the passive surveillance controls and interactive methods of 
control, by implementing an interactive control model 
(telecontrol) for mobile robot teleoperation.  

 This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
overall framework for telecontrol ; Section 3 discusses our 
telecontrol model ; in Section 4, we present the obtained 
results.  
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II. THE MODEL OF INTERACTIVE TELEOPERATION: 

A. The teleconrol system architecture: 

For a navigation system guided by an operator, the 
operator has three options to guide the system. The first 
method is to guide directly the system step by step. For the 
second method, the guide just gives notes about the direction 
(e.g: turn right and go forward 20 meters, then turn right ...), 
The third method is to use an environment map and  a number 
of geographic  points for setting the route on the map. We note 
BT the basic methods of telecontol, and AT the advanced 
telecontrol methods. Figure 1 shows our telecontrol 
architecture, which is a basic architecture of interactive 
telecontrol, the operator orders issued by interactive 
commands with the application running on the telecontrol 
robot system, the control interfaces allow the operator to view 
the video stream captured by the robot, the information about 

the obstacle within a radius of 2 m and the actual speed of 
robot. 

The Command Processor module (CPM) processes and 
executes user commands; the transfer sensing module collects 
data from different robot sensors and prepares this data for 
processing; The command executor module creates a feedback 
loop between the control system, actuators, and the results of 
sensors. This feedback allows the robot to react quickly to 
unexpected events derived from the dynamic of real world. 
The update block module is responsible for transforming 
sensor data to high-level data (eg, the distance between robot 
and obstacle in a precise angle). The event detected by the 
robot allows CPM to make deliberation plan and respond to 
the encountered situation.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Telecontrol Architecture

B.  The telecontrol system: 

Our telecontrol system is similar to the direct control used 
for vehicles driven by a human being.  The operator uses the 
Direction command (change the direction left or right) to turn 
the robot, Up and down commands to control the speed of 
robot, to stop or even reverse the direction of robot walking. 

In fact, our telecontrol system differs from the way the 
human operator driving a car. This is a classic example of 
direct control, where the process has three important 
characteristics: (1) the driver can receive environmental 
information in real time, thanks to human vision and using 
equipment of the car, from this information, it is possible  
simultaneously to build a model of the real world. (2) the 
driver can immediately respond to any eventuality and its 
actions are effective immediately. (3)  Most cars lack of 
autonomous intelligence and rely on the driver for managing 
the contingencies. This is different from the situation of a 
human driver, who must constantly make comments on the 
direction or acceleration. In addition, the robot has a certain 
level of autonomy to respond quickly to events in such a way 
that the human operator does not need to deal with command 
details. 

 The operator sends commands only if necessary 
(changing speed, direction, etc.), this greatly reducing the 
number of operator commands (compared to classic case). The 

robot decides autonomously about current situations; for 
example in the case of danger detection (obstacles), the robot 
autonomously reduces the speed to a reasonable level and 
sends a warning message to the operator control panel.  If the 
danger is immediate, the robot goes in standalone mode to 
move away from danger. In some situations, the robot gets in 
the autonomous behavior mode that dominates potentially the 
privilege control and it remains there until it detects that the 
danger disappeared. Here, the robot can’t respond any 
operator command. 

The UP and DOWN commands affect the robot speed ; the 
direction control affects the steering angle of the robot, ; we 
define the UP function in a way to allow the robot 
autonomously reducing its speed to a reasonable value, in the 
case of  rotation or obstacle detection.   

III. EXPERIMENTATION : 

Our research is realized on a unicycle mobile robot with 
four wheels and two motors and an ultrasonic sensor mounted 
on a DC motor. We equipped the robot both with a WIFI 
router configured as a client bridge of the main router, and an 
IP camera connected to the control system. 
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A. Control architecture : 

Our control platform is based on an embedded system that 
comprises essentially a real-time microcontroller in charge of 
communication and control, FPGA hardware for the 
management of robot inputs/outputs (Figure 4). For the 
implementation of our control system, we used the 
LABVIEW tool [18] that offers many specific modules for 
data communication, data processing, control, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  A  hardware architector of control system 

B. The implementation of some functions of telecontrol 

platform: 

1) The obstacle avoidance function : 
The functions of obstacle avoidance [16.17], having a 

local reactive behavior, that must t be effective against all 
obstacles, Our robot mounted with a proximity sensor 
(ultrasonic sensor), the sensor is mounted on a DC motor on 
the front side of robot, which allows a rotation of 130° as 
shown in Figure 2, This rotation allows the robot to detect 
obstacles in front of the robot in a distance of 2m. Each 
measurement is represented by two variables, the sensor 
rotation degree who increment of 2 ° for each measure, the 
distance between the robot and the obstacle. The angle and 
distance curves are used as the membership functions. We use 
for decision a fuzzy logic module. 

The control system calls the obstacle avoidance function in 
the case where the robot detects a near obstacle (10 cm), 
autonomously the execution of this function gets away the 
robot from the obstacle.  Once the robot detects a distance of 
trust (30cm) from the obstacle, the control system returns to t 
handle the operator commands. 

 

 
Figure 3.  coverage angle of distance sensor 

2)  The motion control function : 
The engine control system is implemented in two ways for 

the sake of comparison; the first on the FPGA and the second 
on the real time μC.  

On the FPGA, we used a nonlinear control system based 
on a PID controller to stabilize the setpoint and to avoid the 
problem of engines pumping, over the control pulses 
management system which adjusts the motor speed according 
to Table 1.   

TABLE I.   ROTATION ANGLE IN TERMS OF FREQUENCY SETPOINT 

Pulse Period (us) Angle of rotation 

(rad) 

600 -π/2 

1050 -π/4 

1500 0 

1950 π/4 

2400 π/2 

 

To calculate the speed of the motors we used a module that 
is based on the pulses arriving from the encoder to deduce the 
actual speed of motor.  

The engine control module implemented on the 
microcontroller allows: 

 An increase / decrease of velocity  controlled by the 
operator with a maximum value     

 Display actual speed of each motor. 

 The option to turn robot either left or right. 

Because of network control problems already mentioned, 
we used an averaging filter to stabilize the speed setpoint, to 
turn the robot, this control system must decrease the motor 
rotation speed using the following equation: 

 

                                      (1) 
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Where 

: wheel speed side rotation (inside wheel) 

: external wheel speed. 

: variable determines the degrees of rotation required (in our    

case 12 degrees). 

λ : constant  (λ ∈ [-,]). 

C. Navigation System : 

Several algorithms for mobile robot navigation were 
developed [25], The navigation control system is in charge of 
acquiring images from the IP camera, and does some basic 
image processing ,then compresses the  images  and transfers 
them  to the operator control panel using the UDP protocol for 
a higher speed. 

D. P2P  interface : 

This interface is a control panel (Figure 4) created under 
LABVIEW, which opens a peer to peer communication with 
robot control system by specifying an address and a port for 
communication, the interface gives the user a full control of 
the robot, displayes its state and video streaming, the 
advantage of this interface is the simplicity of operation and 
data security, because the communication data are encoded by 
a LABVIEW cluster which are interpreted just by the 
command panel and robot control system, but the 
major  disadvantage of this interface is the need of the 
LABVIEW Platform and the control interface in the command 
station to guide the robot. 

. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  P2P interface 

E. Web interface : 

This solution allows the user to access the robot control 
interface (Figure 5) by using a web browser. We implemented 
a web client on the robot control system that allows the system 
sharing the command interface via the network using HTTPS 
protocol. This interface gives the user a simple access to the 
robot through a simple web browser; but on the other side, this 
solution presents some disadvantages such as a lack of system 
security and an overloading of the control system by adding a 
web client. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS : 

We test our telecontrol system using the path shown in 
Figure 6. The human operator uses the commands UP, 
DOWN and DIRECTION to control the robot to move from A 
to D (Figure 6). We notice that the robot moves more slowly 

around the points B, C, D. This is normal because the user 
changes the direction in these points which imply an 
automatic decrease of speed.  

The robot starts to increase the speed every time it receives 
an UP command from the operator, and the speed becomes 
stable once it gets the max value defined by the operator. 
When the robot becomes closer to an obstacle, the control 
system informs the operator about the obstacle and 
automatically reduces the speed to a reasonable value. When 
the robot is more close to the obstacles (~ 10 cm), the speed 
jump to 0 rad/s and the control system uses the function of 
obstacle avoidance autonomously to get  the robot out of 
danger ; once the robot is brought out of danger, the  control 
system comes back to  execute the operator commands. 
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Figure 5.  Web control interface  

 

Figure 6.  Robot test set in the path from A to D 

V. CONCLUSION : 

In this paper, we propose an interactive remote control 
model (telecontrol), accessible remotely with two interfaces: 
telecontrol using P2P applications to communicate with the 
robot, or a web-based telecontrol using a web client run in the 
robot system for sharing control interface via the Internet. 

The control system is designed to perform various tasks 
independently and to react to expected events while the robot 
is dealing with unexpected events, for navigating in an 
unknown and dynamic world. The control interfaces allow the 
operator in the normal situation to control robot movements, 
display information about the robot and the video-streaming, 
once the robot detects a danger situation the control system 
moves to standalone mode to get away the robot from the risk, 
based on local intelligence, and return to execution of the 
operator commands otherwise.   

 The experiments demonstrate that the results are 
promising. As perspective, we plan to go deep in this work 
and to add some extensions about quality and fulfillment of 
real-time properties. 
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